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ABSTRACT
The paper starts with a discussion of the concepts of household and family
in histori~al and contemporary populations and summarizes the debate about size of
households. A study of the average size of households and compounds recorded by
censuses and surveys in tropical Africa is done followed by a discussion of the
various definitions of households. Finally an illustration is given using data
collected on the Serer, an ethnic group in Senegal.
Key words: family size, family structure, households, domestic group, tropical
Africa, developing countries.
Sociologists often use the word "family" as a network of kins,what Burch (1967)
for instance calls the "family of interaction." Demographers on the other hand
refer always to the family as a set of people living together in the same dwelling
unit, what Burch (1967) calls the "family of residence. II This latter concept is
often confused with the household. Indeed demographers use the household as a unit
for censuses and surveys. One first identifies dwelling units, then households in
which one studies individuals one by one. In this article reference is made only
to the demographic approach, Le., to the "residential domestic group" (LaEJlett, 1972).
1. THE CONCEPT OF HOUSEHOLD
1.1 Household and Fami1!
There is no clear distinction in the common language between household and family
in English or between "me'hagell and "famille" in French. Both are strongly related
to the dwelling unit, to the house. Webster gives, among severalother meaningsof
household: "those who dwell under the same roof and compose a familyll... (i.e.,
living together in the same dwellingplace) and for family: "a group of individuals
living under one roof: household" (1. e., share a common dwellin g and table). The
French "menage" comes from Old French "maisnie", meaning "famille", a word derived
from the Latin word "mansio" meaning house (Le petit Robert). In both cases, household
and menage have the same radix and are the equivalent of family in the modern language,
though household and menage should include those persons living alone.
In the old language both forms are synonymous. In his study of the history of
the family, Peter Laslett (1972) gives as a definition of family: "a group of persons
living together, a household, what we shall call a coresident domestic group" (p. 1).
Flandrin (1976) did a complete review of the concepts of family and famille in old
English and French dictionaries (pp. 10-15). Flandrin shows that in both languages
the first meaning given to both words in the 17th-18th century dictionaries refers to
people living in the same dwelling unit, often with a reference to the authority of
the head of household or family. This included the servants and other non-relatives
living in the house. The family could also mean persons closely related by blood, some-
times only parents and children. But in the 19th century dictionaries, this latter
sense, i.e., the restriction to the nuclear family, appears as the first meaning
because, due to the process of industrialization, the nuclear family became the norm
of the domestic group. In other words, the meaning of household or family has changed
with modernization.
1.2 Demo~hic Definitions
Censuses and surveys distinguish between private and collective households (in
French: menages individuels et collectifs). Here, only private households are dealt
with, Le., the cases of collective living quarters such as military barracks, penal
institutions, college dormitories, etc. are not considered. The enumerator needs an
accurate definition to be able to identify households. But several definitions exist
that do not allow accurate comparisons across countries.
Goody (1972) proposes to distinguish first two levels in the concept of househo14.
Levell is the IIdwellingunit," Le., a set of people living in the same dwelling. .
This is the householdas a "housefulll(in French: maisonmfe) relevant as a specific
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concept for historical Western populations as well as for certain contemporary
populations of the so-called developing countries. Level 2 refers more explicitly
to the modern restricted sense of household. It can be defined as a production unit
(persons jointly engaged in the process of production), the reproduction unit
(spouses, children and others living with them) or the consumption unit (persons
sharing their resources). Goody argues that this distinction between the two
levels is not important in modern industrialized societies since they almost coincide
but has a very strong impact on average size of household in developing countries,
in Africa for instance, where the dwelling unit is much larger than either the pro-
duction or reproduction or consumption units. He shows in one example from Ghana
how one can distinguish smaller domestic groups inside a dwelling unit and recommends
the use of the production unit for agricultural societies.
In summary one can say that the word "household" is somewhat confusing since
it covers two different concepts. The old "houseful IIwhich is a common arrangement
for living in non-industrialized societies and the new "household" which refers to
new patterns of living. The French usage is somewhat less confusing since the old
meaning of "menagell is lost and the word refers almost exclusively to either consump-
tion or reproduction units. Indeed French scholars tend to refer to other words
such as "maisonn~e" (Flandrin) "communautes familiales" (Sicard, though this refers
also to the family of interaction) or "concessions" in the case of Africa when
talking about the "houseful." Obviously the definitions of production, consumption
and reproduction units do not coincide exactly, but Goody argues that they are
relatively close. In other words whoever the people inside the dwelling unit are,
one can identify small domestic units, usually kin based (reproduction) who share
the tasks of production and the resources (consumption).
In this respect the UN definition (see Appendix 2) is extremely confusing since
it includes all the criteria mentioned above, from the nuclear family to the extended
family spread in several dwelling units. The U.S. definition is much more accurate
and uses the housing unit, i.e., separate living quarters. The French definition
(INSEE) uses the criterion of "eating together" within the unit.
To clarify this complex set of definitions one can summarize them as follows:
Family of interaction (sociologists)
Family of residence (demographers)
Household as houseful = dwelling unit, often with reference to the authority
of the head
Household in the modern, restricted sense
- Housing unit (separate living quarters, common life)
- Consumption unit (share resources, eat together)
- Reproduction unit (nuclear family and others)
- Production unit (share tasks of production)
- Other criteria
N.B. The French "minage" refers exclusively to the modern sense whereas
the household covers both senses.
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1.3 The Debate About Household Size
Many scholars have discussed the household size in the past two decades. The
first challenging work was that of Levy (1965) who argues that the actual size of
households, as opposed to ideal size, has never been as large as it is often
assumed, that is, it ranges from about 3 to 6 whatever the country and the time
period. In other words, the so called extended family has never been widely
prevalent. Burch (1967) gives statistical proof of this argument using data from
censuses collected by the U.N. Hsu (1943) and Lang (1946) argue the same in the
case of China. An important conference held in Cambridge (1969) reviews the subject
and gives many examples from historical and contemporary populations (Laslett, 1972).
Among these authors Goody, studying the evolution of the family concludes that:
Units of production were everywhere relatively small,
kin-based units; differences in size and content are
important in the comparative study of the family but
they should never obscure the basic similarities in the
way that domestic groups are organized throughout the
whole range of human societies.
Flandrin (1976) discusses also this point but goes further, analyzing the
distribution of households by size. Taking data studied by Laslett from an English
village he argues that one has to distinguish between sizes of upper-status and
lower-status households. In terms of distribution of households one finds that 53%
are small lower-status households (average size 6.2). But in terms of individuals,
among 277 persons living in this village 65% were living in the large upper-status
households and only 35% in the small lower-status households. There are several
reasons for this. The upper-status households include servants, have higher fertility
and lower infant and child mortality than the others. Lower-status households have
lower fertility probably because of longer breastfeeding (including wet nursing) and
in certain cases higher age at marriage. Furthermore single-person households or
young couples have always existed. Shorter (1977) discusses this argument in the
same way.
In retrospect one finds that the nuclear family alone as well as the single-
person households were prevalent in historical Europe. In terms of the distribution
of households, large non-nuclear households represent usually less than half of all
households, though there are regional differences. Flandrin cites figures of about
30% in northern Europe and 50% in southern Europe. This explains the small average
size of households, say around 5 in Europe in the past. But one has to remember that
even in the case of northern Europe where large non-nuclear households were least
prevalent the proportionate share of the population living in such households was
over 50 percent.
2. HOUSEHOLDS IN TROPICAL AFRICA
2.1 Data and Definitions
Many censuses and surveys have been conducted in tropical Africa over the past
25 years, with the collaboration of British advisers in English-speaking countries
and demographers from the INSEE in French-speaking countries. A list of censuses
and surveys with data on size of households is given in Appendix 1.
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Except in Kenya and Liberia, English censuses de net distinguish the two. levels
ef heuseheld, what is here called the heuseful and the medern restricted heuseheld. '
In centrast hewever, the French surveys distinguish whenever pessible between
cempeunds (cencessien) which is the dwelling unit and heuseheld (m6nage) which is
suppesed to.be the secend level.
The mest cemmen definitien ef the "cencessien" is a set ef huts generally enclesed
with a kind ef fence, where peeple live under the autherity ef the same head (see.
Appendix 2 and Table 1 fer details). Raulin (1967) has dene an extensive analysis
ef the concept ef cempeund in Africa and distinguished the two. cases ef rural and
urban places. In the ceuntryside the cempeund always has a name in the lecal
language and is really a traditienal demestic unit, theugh in seme cases (Upper Velt~,
Benin) it seems less easy to.define. In urban places er in celenizatien centers
hewever the cempeund was first an administrative unit. The celenial administratien
granted (cencider in French) a piece ef land to.new in-migrants, which was then
enclesed. The werd "cencessien!: was extended later to' the rural areas. Semetimes
the celenial administratien "rearranged" the villages to.create cempeunds. It seems
that this type ef arrangement is widespread in trepical Africa, except in the ferest
zenes where there are no. beundaries between huts. A majer difference between urban
and rural cempeunds is that the latter usually include peeple related by bleed (part
ef the extended family) whereas the urban cempeunds eften de net. Raulin (1967) shews
examples of how the compeund can differ frem the preductien unit er frem the family,
and how they can ceincide in certain cases. Nete that French demegraphers de net
always agree en the use ef the werd "cencessien." They can call it "carr~" (Senegal),
"cletine" (Cenge), "vestibule" er "maisen" (Tege), "ruge" (Rwanda-Burundi), "sare"
(Camereen) and even "famille" (Gaben). Seme ef them argue that ene has to.distinguish
between different ceuntries because the lecal werds cever different cencepts (sare,
seukala). This distinctien seems to.be particularly impertant with regard to.nemads
in Mauritania.
If there is a cemmen definitien fer the cempeunds, even when cevering varieus
situatiens, there is no. agreement en the definitien ef the heuseheld in the medern-
restricted sense. A list ef definitiens by ceuntry is given in Appendix 2. Seme
types ef definitiens are mere cemmen than ethers, as well as seme criteria (see
Table 2). French and English demegraphers also. differ in their cheice ef a
definitien (see Table 3). In French-speaking ceuntries the mest frequent is reference
to.the nuclear family and ethers living with them. Then ceme the heusing unit and
the censumptien unit. In English-speaking ceuntries en the ether hand, the heusing
and censumptien units ceme first. This is to.be related to. the ether meanings ef
the French "m~nage." This pelysemic werd is eften used fer a live-in ceuple (se
mettre en mlnage) er even mere than two. peep Ie (minage a treis... .). In English the
werd heuseheld refers mere exclusively to. the dwelling unit er the heusekeeping
arrangements. Nete that "menage" also. has this meaning (tenir sen mlnage). The
preductien unit is rarely used, despite Geedy's recemmendatiens, because it seems to.
be tee difficult to.identify in Africa.
Authers eften mentien shertcemings when using these definitiens in Trepical
Africa, and the mest impertant is the censtant mebility ef individuals. Fer instance
wemen eften live eutside their husband's cempeund fer certain perieds ef time, after
a birth er between marriage and nubility, in the case ef an early marriage. An
impertant shertceming arises frem the fact that units ef repreductien er censumptien
are not always included in the residential unit. This is the case ef the wives ef a
the husband visits his wife several times a week and she cooks for him everyday.
Where is the household asks Goody? Raulin (1967) also gives several similar
examples. Another shortcoming comes from the difficulty of identifying consumption
units. Because of the extended family system of interaction, almost no one has a
separate budget. Raulin proposes to distinguish between permanent solidarity
(extended family) and partial solidarity (for households) and concludes that the
household (m~nage) should be considered as an economic unit.
To sum up, demographers working in tropical Africa often distinguish two levels
of domestic units. First the compound (concession) and second the household in its
modern-restricted sense (m~nage). The compound is easy to demarcate but there is
no standard definition for the household. The application of Western definitions
or criteria such as production, reproduction or consumption units always raises
problems in Africa. But whatever the extreme cases it seems possible to identify,
inside large compounds, smaller domestic units having a large economic autonomy.
This point is illustrated later on with reference to the Serer of Senegal.
2.2 Household Size in TroEical Africa
Tables 4 and 5 give the average size of households recorded in censuses and
surveys in tropical Africa. A distinction is made between compounds and households
in the modern-restricted sense, giving an idea of the variance among regions and
ethnic groups.
As far as compounds are concerned the average size varies widely from country
to country. It ranges from 4.55 (Gabon) to 12.22 (Benin). The average size varies
also from urban to rural places, where it is usually larger, and from region to
region. A very large size (17.6) is found in Guinea-forestiere (forest part of
Guinea)~ but. it is evident that compounds do not exist clearly in this case because
huts are not enclosed. However average sizes as large as 13.8 (Benin) or 14.4
(Senegal) do exist in certain regions. In more than half the countries where data
are available the average size is relatively small. It ranges from 4.55 to 6.64
in 7 out of 12 oountries, which is not far from historical European household sizes.
Las1ett (1972) gives a range of 3.69 to 7.22 in 100 English parishes, between
1574 and 1821.
Goody (1972) contests this concept of househo1d--houseful, arguing that the
turnover in African compounds is too large to have any meaning. He proposes the
use of the production unit as the most relevant definition. Using data from
several parts of Africa and Asia he found a smaller range for the average size of
the production unit, with figures as low as 3.57 (Sri Lanka) and 3.40 (Tibet). But
he also obtains figures as high as 11.1 (Lo Wii1i, Ghana), 11.9 (Katsina), 9.7 and
9.8 (Yoruba-Oyo and Dudo in Nigeria), all of which are far from the average size
in Europe.
According to definitions of households in the modern-restricted sense chosen
for censuses and surveys one finds a much smaller range for the average size (see
Table 5). Mean size of households ranges from 3.3 (Mauritius) to 5.64 (Liberia),
with an unweighted average of 4.5, which is very close to 4.77 given by Las1ett for
the 100 English parishes. The variance among regions or ethnic groups is also small
and the average size never exceeds 6.2 (ethnic group in Cameroon).
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Sizeof compounds and households are often relatively close (Table 6). The
mean number of households per compound is smaller than 1.6 in 8 out of 12 cases
and exceeds 2 only in Benin and Guinea. Compounds of one household are always
the most frequent, the proportion ranges from 41.3% of all compounds in Benin up
to 92.9% in Chad.
Table 7 gives the distribution of households by size, the unweighted average
of 21 countries. Households of size 5 or less constitute 70.5% of all households
and only 6.1% exceed or equal 10 persons. Size 2 is the overall mode, though the
most frequent size ranges from 1 to 3, except in Togo and Sudan where it equals 4.
There are important differences among countries. The proportion of single-person
households varies from 3.2% in Togo, 4.7% in Malagasy, 5.3% in Sudan to 25.2% in
Cameroon, 23.8% in Mauritius and 21.8% in Kenya. It is difficult at this point to
know what is due to differences in definition and what is due to differences among
countries. Cameroon, Mauritius and Kenya have different types of definitions, as
do Malagasy and Togo. The proportion of households with 10 or more persons ranges
from 1.1% in Mauritius, 2.3% in Mauritania, 2.6% in Ethiopia and Mali up to 15.4% in
Liberia, 14.6% in Togo and 10.5% in Congo. Here also no clear pattern emerges but
it is likely that the definition has had an impact. At least the three last
countries have the same definition, i.e. live and eat together, whereas Mauritania
and Mali refer explicitely to the nuclear family. However the definition used in
Ethiopia included all people living together and one would have expected a higher
proportion.
The proportion of small size households (size 1 to 5) is always very high,
ranging from 57.4% (Togo, 1961), 58.3% (Liberia) to 84.9% (Mauritius 1962) and
83.7% (Ethiopia). The unweighted average is 70.5 (see Table 7). In terms of
persons this means that only 45.8% of individualslive in small size households
(1 to 5); 16.7% live in households of 10 persons or more, which account for only
6.1% of all households. The proportion of individuals living in small size house-
holds ranges from 30.8 (Liberia) to 66.2 (Mauritius), which gives probably a better
idea of differences among countries than the average size of household.
2.3 Influence of Definition
A classification of countries by broad group of definitions (nuclear family
and others, housing unit and common life, sharing resources and eating together)
has failed to show any significant differences. This indicates that variance among
countries is much stronger than variance among definitions. However the highest
values of average size (Congo, Liberia, Malagasy) are found using the consumption
unit criteria (sharing resources, eating together). The case of Mauritius is
exemplary since it gives two censuses of good quality with two different definitions
for the household. The average size in 1952 was 4.6 when the definition emphasized:
kinship (relatives socially dependent on the head). It was only 3.3 in 1962 when.
the definition insisted on the common life concept (common housekeeping arrangemen~).
There is no other explanation for so drastic a change but the change in definition. ~
The average household size tends to decline only slowly with the industrialization
process. Furthermore Mauritius became independent only in 1968 and no historical
event could explain an important change in the social structure. The change in
definition affected mostly the households of size 1 and 2. The proportion of house-
holds with less than 3 persons was 3.04% in 1952 but 44.9 in 1962. Almost 50%
more single persons or couples were isolated the second time when no reference was
made to the nuclear family. It affected also large households. With the reproduct~on
unit definition one finds 4.1% of households size 10 or more but only 1.1% with the
--- -- -
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"common housekeeping arrangements" definition. Note also that several countries
using the reproduction unit definition ignore the single-person households.
2.4 Household Com£osition
Some surveys give the household composition in terms of nuclear unit
(monogamous, polygamous, incomplete i.e., with one spouse non-resident) and
nuclear unit and others living with them. Table 8 summarizes the findings for
9 cases. The nuclear monogamous family is always the most common domestic group.
If one includes the case of polygynous households and incomplete families (generally
wife and children, husband absent) one has a large majority of households, ranging
from 57.1% in Mauritania or 55.4% in Gabon up to 72.4% in Upper Volta or 77.5% in
C.A.R. The high prevalence of families with no other individual is not necessarily
associated with small average size of households (case of Upper Volta). Coale
(1965) and Burch (1972) have shown the limits to the average family size when
mortality is high. Taking eo = 40 years and GRR = 3.0, which are reasonable
'lalues for tropical Africa, one finds in the case of nuclear family as defined by
Burch's model, an average family size of 4.2. Even including 40% of households
~tth an average of 1.5 extra members this gives only 4.8 for the average household
size, assuming that the caseSof polygyny and incomplete families tend to compensate.
And this neglects the large turnover of African families, especially with respect
to absent children. So given these constraints the average household size of 4.5
is perfectly understandable.
2.5 Conclusion
The above discussion has distinguished two levels in the concept of household,
i.e., the dwelling unit and the smaller domestic group. Results from censuses
and surveys undertaken in tropical Africa show that the household taken in its
modern restricted sense (usually reproduction, consumption or housing unit) has a
small average size, 4.50, which is close to values found in historical European
populations. Indeed the household composition shows that the most common type is
the nuclear monogamous family. The most frequent size is 2 and 70.5% of households
are of size 5 or less. Approximately 46% of the population in countries where data
are available live in small-size households (1 to 5). This small average size 1s
due to the definition of households and to the demographic constraints of high
fertility and mortality. However when one considers the dwelling unit, called compound
in Africa, one finds much larger units and a much wider range among countries.
Average values greater than 10 persons per compound are not rare in some regions
of Africa, though an average of 12 countries gave 7.43 persons per compound.
3. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
3.1 The Serer of Senegal
R.P. Martin (1969 and 1970) did an extensive study of the Serer and the Wolof
of Senegal using data from the 1960 sample survey. The area covered by the study
consisted of 37,320 inhabitants, among them 8~475 lived in urban places. Only the
Serer are studied here.
One can distinguish three levels in the social structure of the Serer. The
compound (mbind in Serer, can' in French) often divided into several sections
(foulang in Serer, com interieure in French) when the compound is large. Then the
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IINgak't whichMartin considers close to the concept of household. This smaller
domestic group is largely economically autonomous from the head of the compound
whatever the kin ties with him are. Hartin does not consider the IINgak" as a
household but singles out several households inside the same "Ngak" when there are
several nuclear families. In other words Martin does not consider that the "Ngak"
should be a unit for study but takes it as a definition of the household in the
sense of a reproduction unit and disregards single-person households (only 2% of cases
according to his definition). He does not give a precise definition of the household
(me'nage) . Furthermore it seems he has taken the "Foulang" instead of the "Mbind"
as the compound whenever the "Mbind" was too large. He cites examples of "Mbinds"
with 200 inhabitants. Despite these reductions of the African reality his study
gives .very interesting results.
3.2 Size and Structure of ComEounds
The Serer compound has an average of 14.4 persons in rural places, 9.1 in
urban and 9.5 in semi-urban places (escales). The distribution of compounds by
size is given in Table 10. Of rural compounds, 67.4% have more than 10 persons,
but the proportion is only 35.5% in urban places and 38.6% in semi-urban places,
which shows the dramatic difference of social structure in the two places of reside~ce.
In rural places, 90.2% of individuals live in compounds with 10 or more persons but
only 60% in urban places. The large size of rural compounds is due to the system
of marriage and the social organizationof the Serer. It is very common that the
head of the compound lives with his nephews (Ndokor),the sons of his sisters. The
nephew marries one of the head's daughters and often but not always gets the
inheritance at the death of the head. Indeed nephews of the head are present in
67% of rural compounds. Often the sons of the head stay at home as well as the
head's brothers. In rural compounds when the head is more than 60 years old
nephews are present in 72% of the cases, sons in 70% and brothers in 43%. In
73% of rural compounds the head of the family lives with other kin nuclear families
which consist of 90% of the individuals in such compounds and in only 25% of cases
is his family alone. These percentages are inversed in urban places: 46% of
households contain only the head's family,35% other kin familiesand 19% other
non-kin families.
3.3 Size and Structure of Households
The average size of Serer households is 5.3. Table 11 gives the distribution
by size. In rural areas, 74.1% of households have 6 persons or less, 82.5% in
urban places and 70.2% in semi-urban. There are very few differences between places
of residence for the average size (4.8 to 5.4). Around half of the population'
lives in households of 7 persons or more. The average Serer householdcontains1
head, 1.2 spouses (because of polygyny), 2.5 children of the head and 0.6 others.
Fifty-five percent of heads of households are monogamous and only 31.6% of householps
contain other persons not belonging to the nuclear family. Once again one is close
to the case of Burch'smodel (1972). WithGRR = 3.5 and eo = 30, which arevery
clear to observed values in this part of Senegal, the nuclear family model gives
4.3 as an averagefamily size. If one adds 0.6 for other members, 0.2 for second
or additional wives and 0.2 for children of these spouses one reaches the figure
of 5.3.
- - - - nn_- -
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3.4 Some Aspects of Hous~hold D~amics
Cross-sectional indexes are known to be imperfect and sometimes misleading in
demography. For instance the average number of children per woman does not allow
comparisons as the completed family size does since it depends on several parameters:
age structure, pattern of marriage, etc. The same is true for households. If one
considers the building of a household as a process (see for instance Hammel, 1972)
one has to compare not only average sizes but also sizes with respect to the age
of the head. And in this case differences become more dramatic. Table 12 gives
this information for the Serer households. At age 50-59 the average household size
is 6.6 and the average compound size is 20.0 in rural. The household size is 5.4
for monogamous heads but 8.3 when the head is polygamous. This structure of the
household is likely to be far from any European experience.
3.5 Swnmarz
This example of the Serer of Senegal, gives an idea of the complexity of house-
hold structures in tropical Africa and of the attempts of demographers to reduce it.
The size of compounds has a very wide range even in a small region, something from
1 to 200, even if the extremes are rare. It seems to have a greater variety of
situations than the Zadruga (Hammel, 1972) or the Gesind cited by Shorter (1977,
p. 35). Furthermore even taking the household as a reproduction unit which gives
a small range of possibilities because of the demographic constraints, one finds
that the African case is more complex than the average size would seem to indicate,
mostly because of polygyny.
4. DISCUSSION
Goody (1972) argues that in any society one can find a small domestic group,
usually kin based, that serves as the basis of the social structure. Dwelling units
can include one or more of these households. More than half of the population
usually live in such small-size households occupying a whole dwelling unit. Indeed
this seems to be the case as well in tropical Africa if one takes the household as
defined by censuses and surveys. This proportion needs several comments. First
of all as Flandrin mentions, if half of the population and even more in certain
cases live in extended family households this is a rather nice confirmation of the
extended family pattern. This is especially so, if one takes into account that there
have always been households of one person, of young couples with no or few children
and poor, small-size households, therefore an average size of 4.5 has to be
considered as rather large.
Second, any comparison of household size requires a common definition, as Good~
points out. If one takes the dwelling unit under the authority of the same head,
the size of the households appears much larger in Africa than in historical Europe
and with a much wider range. Even the production unit recommended by Goody gives
still an average size greater than 7 or 8 in many cases in tropical Africa. When
one takes the reproduction unit one obtains obviously smaller size, but only because
of demographic constraints and the result is rather trivial. Even a major difference
with the European case, polygyny, disappears in the average size because of demographic
constraints, i.e. because only a small percentage of husbands can by polygamists.
The consumption unit contains a large portion of arbitrariness. For instance the
European household includes servants even though they do not share their meals with
--~ - - - -
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the head's family, have their own living quarters and their own budget, yet two
African nuclear families living in the same compound, working in the same fields
and sharing the grains of the same granary, are considered separate households.
The housing unit also raises problems when applied to the case of tropical
Africa because turnover is high, since members of the reproduction or consumption
units sometimes live in different huts and even in different compounds.
A kind of anthropoligical approach, i.e., trying to measure and incorporate
local concepts such as "Mbind," "Foulang," and "Ngak" of the Serer will certainly
be closer to the reality, i.e., to the real arrangements for living people have.
On the other hand this will raise numerous problems for the enumerator. But is
it not the price for identifying these small domestic units without "demographic
reductionism," as Goody calls it?l
1
Note: There are still several studies that could be done. One can distinguish
in some cases three instead of two units: Mbind, Foulang, Ngak in Senegal
or Soukala, Vestibule, Menage in Togo. In certain cases censuses refer to the
"de facto" concept of residence instead of the "de jure." This may introduce
some bias. An analysis of households by number of huts they occupy would
certainly be interesting. In C.A.R. for instance 90% of households live
in one hut only.
----
TABLE 1:
(11)
{10)
(8)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(X)
TABLE 2:
(15)
(13)
(11)
(8)
(5)
(2)
(1)
(1)
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CRITERIA USED FOR DEFINING A CO~~OUND
Authority of the same head
Set of huts generally enclosed
Dwelling unit (no reference to
People sharing resources
Eating together
Production unit
by a kind of fence
a fence)
= number of cases (not mutually exclusive)
CRITERIA USED FOR DEFINING A HOUSEHOLD
Nuclear family and others living with them
Housing unit, separate living quarters, sleep in same quarters
Eating together or from the same kitchen
Common life, common houseket:!ping arrangement:s
Sharing their resources, their. living expenses or same budget
Economic autonomy
Authority of the head
Sharing tasks of production
(X) = number of cases (not mutually exclusive)
TABLE 3: CRITERIA USED IN THE DEFINITION OF HOUSEHOLD, BY OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
French English All
Nuclear family + others 14 1 15
Housing unit 9 4 13
Ea.tingtogether 9 2 11
Common life 7 3 10
Sharing resources 6 0 6
Others 6 0 6
- -
Number of cases 51 10 61
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TABLE 4: AVERAGE SIZE OF HOUSEHOLDS IN TROPICAL AFRICA
Average Regions Ethnic Group
Size Maximum Minimum HaximUIn Minimum
Benin 4.47 5.0 4.1
Burundi 4.32 - -
Cameroon 4.20 5.1 3.3 6.2 3.4
C.A.R. 3.90 4.0 3.1 5.4 2.3
Chad 4.15 - -
Congo (1961) 4.57 5.2 4.3
Congo (1974) 5.13 5.8 4.7 5.2 3.9
Ethiopial 3.51 3.6 3.3 - -
Gabon 3.86 4.9 3.0 4.1 3.2
Guinea 5.3 5.7 5.0
Ivory Coast1 4.76
Kenya 3.9
Liberia 5.64
Malagasy (1960) 4.3 4.7 2.8
Malagasy (1966)1 5.25 5.7 4.6 5.8 4.3
Mali (1958)2 4.27 - - - -
Mali (1961) 5.13 6.0 3.0 5.3 4.6
Mauritania 4.29
Mauritius (1952) 4.55
Hauritius (1962) 3.3
Niger 4.11 4.5 3.2 4.6
'1')oJ.'"
Reunion 4.7
Rwanda 4.71
Seychelles 4.0
Sudan 4.97 5.9 4.0
Tanzania 4.35 5.3 3.5 5.9 3.0
Togo (1957)2 4.7
Togo (1961) 5.70
Upper Volta 5.2 -
- 5.8 4.2
Zaire2 4.5 - - - -
Unweighted Average 4.50 5.9 2.8 6.2 2.3
1
Urban only.
2Rural region.
TABLE 5: AVERAGESIZE 'OF COMPOUNDS IN TROPICAL AFRICA
Country
Benin
Burundi
Chad
Gabon (1961)
Guinea
Kenya
Liberia
Mali (1958)
Mali (1961)
Mauritania
Niger
Togo (1957)
Togo (1961)
Upper Volta
Average
Size
12.22
5.8
4.56
4.55
11.0
6.3
7.76
5.97
10.68
5.80
6.64
8.97
9.1
9.4
Regions
Maximum Minimum
13.8 10.0
Ethnic Group
Maximum Minimum
-
4.9
18.3
14.9
, 8.1
15.9.
6.7
5.0
3.9
8.8
7.0
13
Average number of
households per compounc
2.73
1.31
1.10
1.18
2.1()
1.60
1.38
1.40
2.08
1.35
1.50
1.85
1.90
1.78
Unweighted Ave~age 7.43
TABLE6:
5.8
17.6
3.3
7.S
18.3 3.9
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPOUNDSBY NUMBEROF HOUSEHOLDS
Country
Benin
Burundi
Chad
Gabon
Liberia
Mali (1958)
Mali (19b1)
Mauritania
Niger
Upper Volta
11.1 8.3
15.9' 6.4
.All
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
Average
number
2.73
1.31
1.10
1.18
1.38
1.40
2.08
1.35
1.50
1.78
1.6217.6 3.3
Number of households
1 2 3+
413
767
929
856
797
601
529
756
652
615
216
176
59
119
119
186
216
181
218
223
371
57
11
25
84
213.
255
63
130
162
I-'~
TABLE 7: DISTRIBUTION OF PEOPLE PER THOUSAND BY HOUSEHOLD SIZE AND COUNTRY
Average % 1-5
Country 1 2 3 l 5 6 7 8 9 10+ All Size Households Persons
Benin 142 147 307 201 105 98 1000 4.47
Burundi 72 155 170 167 139 118 88 42 49 1000 4.32 70.3 52.2
Cameroon 252 145 130 215 129 60 70 1000 4.20 74.2 45.2
C.A.R. 152 239 166 125 96 74 119 34 22 43 1000 3.90 77.8 54.1
Chad 116 192 176 154 116 82 58 35 23, 48 1000 4.15 75.4 53.6
Congo (1961) 139 144 143 130 120 97 76 54 34 63 1000 4.57 67.6 43.2
Congo (1974) 139 142 122 114 103 93 77 61 44 105 1000 5.13 62.0 34.3
Ethiopia 199 231 182 133 92 61 38 23 15 26 1000 3.51 83.7 62.6
Gabon 96 280 198 133 94 64 44. 29 21 40 1000 3.86 80.1 58.3
Guinea 111 175 198 163 123 94 70 51 38 89 1000 5.30 (53.6) (41.7)
Ivory Coast 210 170 151 114 81 276 1000 4.76 72.6 39.2
Kenya 218 190 144 127 97 66 45 30 21 62 1000 3.90 77.6 51.8
Liberia 108 125 126 118 106 88 72 57 45 154 1000 5.64 58.3 30.8
Ha1agasy (1960) 122 189 158 134 109 87 67 49 34 51 1000 4.33 71.2 47.8
Malagasy (1966) 47 128 150 146 120 III 89 70 52 87 1000 5.25 59.1 36.9
Mali (1958) 111 216 233 193 142 91 54 29 16 26 1000. 4.27 (78.4) (61.2)
Mali (1961) III 157 187 167 137 106 76 53 37 79 1000 5.13 (64.8) (43.4)
Mauritania (1965) 90 170 177 160 139 98 70 44 28 23 1000 4.29 (73.6) (53.5)
Mauritius (1952) 123 181 261 145 117 90 67 46 29 41 1000 4.55 82.7 51.8
Hauritius (1962) 238 211 172 132 96 63 42 23 12. 11 1000 3.30 84.9 66.2
Niger III 284 206 157 116 82 5 37 24 37 1000 4.11 (76.3) (58.4)
Reunion 106 138 129 127 114 104 86 69 50 94 1000 4.70 61.4 34.2
RV7anda 105 130 146 132 126 III 95 68 38 44 1000 4.71 63.9 41.6
Seychelles 167 201 167 128 93 78 54 42 28 42 1000 4.QJ 75.6 51.2
Sudan 53 133 147 158 149 120 87 59 36 58 1000 4.97 64.0 43.0
Togo (1957) 32 192 183 161 128 93 63 47 34 69 +000 4.70 69.6 47.9
Togo (1961) 101 104 125' 128 117 99 76 60 45 145 1000 5.70 57.4 31.2
Upper Volta 165 180 156 131 108 81 53 35 91 1000 5.20 63.2 39.7
Zaire 143 158 131 126 113 96 83 59 39 55 1000 4.50 70.5 45.8
Unweighted average 122 173 160 137 113 90 68 48 32 61 1000 4.50 70.6 46.3
I-'VI
TABLE 8: DISTRIBUTION OF COMPOUNDS BY SIZE AND SELECTED COUNTRIES
Average
Country 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10-14 15-19 20+ All Size
Benin 26 105 142 144 112 195 104 172 1000 12.22
Chad 122 159 157 149 120 223 54 11 4 1000 4.56
Gabon (1961) 107 498 321 157 13 4 1000 4.55
Liberia 64 86 94 95 95 86 77 65 56 177 ,105 1000 7.76
Mali (1958) J' 598 271 60 33 38 1000 5.97
Mauritania 47 110 131 147 143 113 90 63 46 77 20 13 1000 5.80
Niger 40 97 121 131 117 106 87 71 54 176 1000 6.64
TABLE 9: DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDSBY STRUCTUREAND SELECTEDCOUNTRIES
Nuclear Unit (No Other) Nuclear + Others Other All
Country Monogamous Polygamous Incomplete All Nuc- Monogamous Polygamous Incomplete cases Households
1ear Units
Burundi 628 ? 53 681 89 ? 74 - 1000
C.A.R. 630 145 775 104 ? 121 1000
Chad 488 122 104 714 90 39 42 116 1000
Congo (1974) 324 84 146 554 223 72 112 - 1000
Gabon 388 143 ? 531 172 83 ? - 1000
Guinea 608 80 . 688 263 49 - 1000
Mali (1958) 491 91 ? 582 180 ? 52 1000
Mauritania 485 86 571 258 31 141 1000
Upper Volta 466 194 64 724 144 101 31 - 1000
TABLE 11: DISTRIBUTIO~ OF HOUSEHOLD BY SIZE AND PLACE OF RESIDENCE, SERER (SENEGAL)
TABLE 12: AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD SIZE AND. COMPOUND BY AGE OF (HALE) HEAD (SERER, RURAL)
AND TYPE OF MARRIAGE
Residence 1-9 10-19 20-39 40+ All Average size
Rural 326 312 248 114 1000 19.1
Semi-urban 614 296 82 8 1000 9.5
Urban 645 312 32 11 1000 9.1
Residence 2-3 4-6 7-9 10+ All Average size
Rural 312 429 183 76 1000 5.2
Semi-urban t 393 193 105 1000 5.4
Urban 400 .. 425 112 65 1000 4.8, .
Household/Age 29- 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70+ All
Head, monogamous 3.6 4.4 5.2 5.4 4.7 3.7 4.5
Head, polygamous 4.3 6.9 8.3 8.3 7.2 6.8 7.6
All (include others) 3.6 4.8 6.0 6.6 5.5 4.9 5.2
Compound. 6.2 9.4 12.2 20.0 19.5 32.1 19.1
Sources: Martin (1969 and 1970).
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BENIN,1961
BURUNDI,. 1970
I List of censuses and surveys. 17
I Enquete d~mographique au Dahomey,resultats definitifs,
INSEE 1964 (Sample survey)
Enqu~te demographique 1970-71.Resultats definitifs. MINCO~
PARIS 1974 (sample survey) .
I a) Enquete demographique sur les zones centre et est.
resultats principaux,service de la statistique et de 12
mecanographie, Yaounde 1963
b) Enquete demographique de la region nord et sud-est I
resultats definitifs, INSEE 1968
c) La population du Cameroun occidental, principaux resul~
de l'enquete demographique du Cameroun occidental de 1964,
direction de la statistique, Yaounde 1965.
(sample surveys in three regions)
C.A.R (Central African Republic) 1960
Enquete demographique en RCA, 1959-60, resultats d€finiti:
MINCOP, PARIS 1964 (sample survey)
CAfr.EROUN, 1964
TCHAD ,1964
CONGO .1961
CONGO .1974
ETHIOPIA ,1961
GABON, 1961
GUINEA .1955
Enquete demographique'du tchad,resultats definitifs INSEZ,
PARIS 1966 (sample survey,non nomadic population)
Enquet.~ demographique 1960-61,resultats provisoires,~issi~
demographique du Congo. (sample survey,preliminary results,
Recensement general de la population, Brazzaville 1978
(census)
Census of the population (urban only)
Recensement de la population et enquete demographiquel 19:
1961. Resultats definitifs,I~SEE 1965 (census and sample
surveys)
Enquete demographique 1954-55. INSEE, PARIS (sample survey.
IVORY COAST,1957 Recensements des centres urbains d'Abengourou,Agboville,
Dimbokoro et Man (1956-57), INSEE, PAR:S (census of 4 urb2..
places)
KENYA, 1962
-LIBERIA. 1974
It.ALAGASY, 1960
MALAGASY. 1966
MALI, 1961
MALI, 1958
Kenya population census, Nairobi 1964-66.
Population and housing census
Reseneements urbains de Tananarive,Majunga,Tamatave,Diogo
Suarez, Fiarananton et Tulea (Censuses of 6 urban places)
Enquete demographique, INSRE, Tananarive,1967 (sample surv-
Enquete demographique au Mali,INSEE, PARIS (sample survey)
Enquete demographique dans Ie delta central Nigerien
1956-58, INSEE, PARIS.
MAURITANIA, 19p~
MAURITIUS, 1952
filAURITIUS ,1962
NIGER ,1960
. RENUION ,1967
RWANDA, 1970
. SEYCHELLES,.1960
SUDAN ,1956
TANZANIA, 1967
TOGO, 1961
UPPER VOLTA, 1961
ZAIRE, 1975-76
'-'. ".---.
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& enq uete demographiq ue. Resul ta ts defini tifs, INSEE,
PARIS 1972 (sample survey,including nomadic populati',
Census of tJI.aur i ti us and its dependenc ies ,PortLouis 1';'
Population census of N:auritius and its dependencies,
Port Louis 1964
Etude demographique du niger, INSEE, PARIS,1962
(sample survey)
Recencement demographique (16 octobre 1967), INSEE,
PARIS (census)
Enquete demographique, secretariat d'etat aux affair.
etrangeres, PARIS1973
(sample survey)
Population census of the Seychelles Colony,KENYA 196,
First population census of SUDAN1955-56, final repc.
Vol 1, Khartoum 1961.
Population census, volume 3
Enquete demographique, INSEE, PARIS
(sample survey)
Enquete demographique, INSEE, PARIS
(sample survey)
Edo~a, etude demographique de l'Ouest du Zaire,
Louvain la Neuve 1977
(survey in 4 rural areas)
Most of these datas are available on microfilm &
"Microfilm Edition of International population census publications,
1945-1967" (Pop~latio~ Research CA~ter, U~ivers'~j of Texas at Aust~
" A guide to the microfilm edition" Research Publications,Woodbridge Co~
1979.
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'.U.N.
- A household may be eitherl (a) a one-person household, that is,
a person who makes provision for fiis own food or other essentials
for living without combining with any other person to form part
'of a multi-person household or (b) a multi-person household,
that is, a group of two or more persons who make common provision
,for food or other essentials for living. The persons in the group
may pool their incomes and have a common budget to a greater or -
a lesser extent; they may be related or unrelated persons, or a
combination of both. Households usually occupy the whole, part
of, or more than one housing unit but they may also be found
living in camps, in boarding houses or hotels, or as adminis-
trative personnel in ir.stitutions,or they may be homeless. House-
holds consisting of extended families which make common provision
for food, or of potentially separate households with a common
head, resulting from polyga~ous unions, may occupy more than one
housing unit.
(Source. UN. Principles and Recommendations for the 1970
Population Census, p33-34)
U . S . ( 1 96 0 c ens us )
A household consists of all the persons who occupy a housing
unit. A house, an apartment 0Y other group of rooms or a
single room, is regarded as a housing unit when it is occupied
or intended for occupancy as separate living quarters. Separate
living quarters are those in which the occupants do not live and
eat with any other persons in the structure and in which there
is either (1) direct access from the outside or through a com~on
hall, or (2) a kitchen or cookir.gequipment for the exclusive
use of the occupants.
"(US Census of Population1960 Vol I, Characteristicsof the
Population, Part 1, pLV)
BENIN (DAHOMEY), 1961
There is no clear definition of the compound, but rather a long
and interestir.gdiscussio~ of the concept (p31-3S). We cite only
what we consider the most important.
...:a concession semble etre- en general une compromis entre
une organisation traditionnelle et une habitude administrative.
Dans Ie premier cas, il s'agit, vraissemblablement, de la
traduction en langage administr"atif d'une entite sociologique,
la grande famille, Ie tthellone" des gouris;... dans Ie second cas,
il s'agit de la formalisation administrative de cette entite mais
qui se limite souvent, par commodite, a l~ fraction de la grande
famille qui cohabite dans un YJ':emeenclos dans une meme "concession"
de terrain, en particulierdans les villages qui ont ete a un
moment quelconque reamenages par voie autoritaire... Ses membres
reconnaissantl'autorit€du "chef de concession"
Criteria. administrative-dwelling unit; authority of the same head.
Authors comment the difficulties to demarcate compounds in certain
cases (p31)
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Household: ils representent, en principe, l'unit€ collective
elementaire, la plus petite cellule collective disposant d'une
certaine autonomie. lIs se definissent par une combinaison de
dense. caracteres: legement separe de celui des autres menae.;es;.:de
la concessionr autonomie economique. II s'agjt donc en general
de ce que l'on appelle en Europe la famille: l'homme marie,
veuf ou divorce, ses femmes, ses enfants et les personnes qui
sont A sa charge ~t qui vivent avec lui. ~ais Ie c~libataire,
Ie veuf, vivant seul dans leur logement et disposant de leurs
propres sources de revenu peuvent constituer des m~nages ( a une
. personne ou isole). (p31).
Criteria: Separate living quarters, economic autonomy.
BURUNDI, 1970
Compound lIes "rugo" sont compos~s d'une ou plusieurs cases d'habita-
tion et eventuellement d'un grenier, d'une etable, d'une cuisine,
d'une case de passage...et sont entoures d'~ne ou plusieurs clotures
Ie plus souvent circulaires (p8)
Criteria: dwelling unit, enclosed by one or several fences.(head is
mentioned later)
Household: On s'apercevra que les differences entre rugo et famille
sont assez nettes alors que les repartitons suivant les cases habitees
et suivant les familIes sont tres proches...la famille (Ie ~ere, la
m~re, les enfants et les personnes a charge vivant ensemble) p9
Criteria: nuclear family plus other living with them(includes iingles)
CAMEROON, 1964
(3 surveys with 3 definitions) .
Nord: Co~poundl La cellule de base dont l'observation est pratiquement
immediate est Ie "Sare" qui est concretise sur Ie terrain par un en-
semble de cases enfermees generalement dans un enclos plus ou moins
visible.Pour reprendre une terminologie moderne c'est Ie menage,
c'est-a-dire l'ensemble des gens qui menent une vie plus ou moins
communautaire dont la caracteristique essentielle est la reconnaissanc~
de l'autorite d'un chef et la prise en commun des repas(mais ce n'est
pas une regIe generale) p112
Criteria: huts enclosed, authority of head, eat together(but not
always) .
Nord: Householdlle sare peut comprendre une ou plusieurs familIes
(au sens conjugal du terme) p 112
Criteria: reproductive unit.
Cameroun occidental
Compoundl...par contre, Ie logemnt,ensemble des des personnes qui ont
generalement des liens familiaux entre elles, reconnaissent l'autorite
d'un meme chef et vivent dans une meme united'habitation, regrouDe
eventuellement plusieurs menages et se rapproche d'avantage de I'unite
de vie traditionnelle(p 52) .
Criteria I dwelling unit, generally kins, authority of head.
Household:Le m6nage est un ensemble de personnes ayant des liens d'intc.
dependance economiques etroits et mettant en commun une partie irnpor-
tante de leurs ressources.Cette cellule, composee des parents et, quano
ils habitent ensemble,de leurs enfants non maries, est assez proche
de la famille de type occidental moqerne et peut permettre de mesurer
t
-- -- ---
la diffusion a travers Ie pays des concepts d'individualisation et 21
d'independance economique (p "52)..
Criteriaa sharing resources, nuclear family.
Centre Suds
Compound and householdss"
L'unite "Sare" ou concession qui avait ete retenue pour Ie nord et
l'amadaoua n'existe pratiquement pas "dans Ie centre-Sud, sauf dans les
zones septentrionales des departements du lV.bamet du Lornet Kadei qui
repre'ser.tentune infime part de I'echantillon.C 'est donc Ie logement qui
constutue l'unite immediatement observable et qui sera etudie en premier
On examinera ensuite la structure des menages, qui occupent en general
seuls un logement rnaisquisont parfois groupes (p 119)
Comnound a housing unit
Household s not defined, probably same as above.
,/
C .A .R 1960
No compound.
Household: Notons qu'en RCA,le menage correspond a l'unite familiale
elE!'mentaire,la vie quotidienne des villages se deroule a cet echelon.
II est q~ailleurs tres proche de la conception moderne (ou europeenne)
malgre l'existence de la polygarnie.Ilse compose du marl, de sa (ou ses)
femme(s),de leurs enfants, auxquels s'ajoutent parfois d'autre personnes
(ascendants,collateraux,etc...)
Le menage type centrafricain possede donc,en tant qu.unite familiale une
autonomie complete et s'int~gre rarement a une concession.
De ce fait les notins de menage et d'exploitation agricole mettent en
relief ce caractere puisque 99,7% des chefs d'exploitation correspondent
a des chefs de menage. (p15) "
Criteria :nuclear family +sometimes others;autonomy; productive unit.
T5 r-:1d~ (1954)
Qpmnound: La concession se compose de l'e~semble des personnes qui
reconnaissent l'autorite d'un m~me chef de famille ou chef de cocession
et qui vivent dans une unite d'habitat collectif Ie plus souvent entoure
d'un enclos (p 30). .
Criteria:authority of the head,dwelling unit generally enclosed.
Household: Le menage est Ie groupe de personnes forme par les conjoints,
leurs ascendants non maries,leurs serviteurs ou personnes a charge
lorsqu'elles vivent dans un meme logement.
Toutefois les celibataires ou les veufs vivant seuls dans leur propre
logement peuvent constituer des menages d'une personnes(isol~s).Une
concession peut donc comprendre un ou plusieurs menages acceptant
l'autorite d'un chef de concession mais ayant une certaine autonomie
economique (p30).
Criteria: nuclear family + others living there, economic autonomy,
(includes singles).
CONGO 1961
No compound ( l'absence de parente, presque generale entre les mer.aE;es
d'une meme "cloture" (ou concession) et l'absence d'autorit-ecommune a
ce groupement de menaE;esa fait abandonner toutesetudes des structures
par concession.La "cloture" ne peut etre retenue que comme unite
geographique) p 37.
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~p.hold I On entend par menage Ie groupe social vivant et prenant ses
repas ensemble et Dartageant les memes locaux d'habitation.Aucune diffi-
culte sur la definitIon du menage ne s'est presentee au cours de l'enquetc
sur Ie terrain. p )7
Criteria 1 housing unit,liveand eat together.
CONGO 1974
No compoun0.
Househo:d : Un mena~e est un groupe de personnes apparentees ou non, qui
vivent ensemble et qui eventuellement mangent ensemble et ont en commun
d'autres depenses ou ressources ( Tome 2 p 16)
. Criteria: Common life,eventually eat together and share expences.
ETHIOPIA 1961
. Household: Group of people who sleep in the same or related quarters and
who have common arrangements for meals.
Unmaried people sharing the same premises but :nakingseparate arrangements
for meals were treates as separate households.A la~ge group of individualE
living in a compound and eating commonly would be treated as a single
. household. .
Criteria: Dwelling unit + eating together (common arrangements for meals)
GABON 1961
~ompound : D'autre part, plusieurs menages peuvent se grouper au sein d'u",
m€~e concession, celle-ci etant caracterisee par une certaine cohabitatic~
la mise en com~un au moins partielle des ressourses de la collectivite et
surtout l'assujetissement ~ une autoriti com~une (p 69)
Criteria: Authority of the head,sharing of at least partly the resourcess
livir:gtogether at least partly.
Household: Le groupe Ie plus elementaire est constitue par Ie menage,
dont la composition type comprend Ie mari, sa ou ses femmes et leurs
enfants; a'ce noyau peuvent s'adjoindre quelques personnes supplementaire~
telles que parents,amis ou domestiques; l'un des conjoints peut en etre
aussi absent et a la limite Ie menage peut correspondrea une seule
personne.
Criteria 1 Nuclear family + others (include singl~s)
GUINEA 1955
Compound a La concession peut etre definie comme l'ensemble des personnes
qui reconnaissent l'autorite d'un meme chef de famille et vivent dans une
unite d'habitat collectif bien determine au sein de chaque agglomeration,
p 19 .
Criteria I Authority of the head ,dwellingunit (well defined)
Household: Tandis que Ie m~nage correspond a une notion voisine de ce que
represente la famille ausens europeen du terme, puisqu'il comprend en
principe les conjoints(mono ou polygames) ainsi que leurs enfants non
mari~s auxquels peuvent se joindre eventuellement d'autres personnes tell"
. que neveux ou nieces,oncles ou tantes ou meme amis ou serviteurs (p 19i
Criteria a Nuclear family + others kin or non kin (does not include singl:
IVORY COAST 1957 (urban only) ~ 23
Household (called famille)...differents menages habitent la concession.
~L'unite d'habitation est Ie logement (une ou plusieurs pieces reparties
dans une ou plusieurs constructions dans lesquelles vivent une ou plusieur
personnes ayant entre elles une certaine communaute de vie; celle-ci peut
etre caracterisee par des liens de parente, d'amitie ou de dependance)
Abengourou p 7
Criteria I Kind of common life in kinship or friendship or dependance i~si
a housin~ unit.
I
KENYA 1962
Household I Group of people living together whether or not they occupy
"theentire house and sharing the principal meals(including servants or othe:
members sleeping in separate quarters)
Crite ria I Common life, housing unit, eat together.
.LIBERIA 1974
Comnound ; The structure is the basic unit for the enumerator.
Household I A household consisted of one or more persons who usually share
their living quarters and who usually shared their principal meals.
Residense in the same quarters and sharing of principal meals were the two
necessary conditions for persons to be members of the same household.
Criteria r Same living quarters + share of principal meals.
If.ALI 1958
ComDound I La famille se compose des personnes qui reconnaissent l'autorit
d'un meme chef de famille et vivant dans une unite d'habitat collectif bie
determine et Ie plus souvent entoure d'un enclos au sein de chaque agglo-
meration rurale ou urbaine (2 fascicule p 167)
Criteria I Authority of the head, dwellin~ unit generally enclosed.
Household I Le menage est un groupe de personnes, forme par les conjoints
(monogames ou polygames) leurs descendants. non maries et eventuellement d f:.
tres personnes parentes (neveux, nieces,oncles, tantes) ou non pa~entes ~
(serviteurs, enfants adoptes,etc...)
Comnte tenu de cette definition, une personne vivant seule ne constitue pa~
- ,...
un menage (fascicule 2 p 167)
Criteria I Nuclear family + others kin or not kins (does not include single
ffiALI 1961
Compound I On entend par concession l'ensemble des personnes groupees en
un ou plusieurs menages, vivant e~ une unite d'habitation etplaces sous
1a dependance d'un chef commun ,Ie chef de concession p 59
Criteria t Dwelling unit; authority of the head.
Household t Le menage est Ie groupe qui se rapproche Ie plus de ce que l'o~
designe en France par Ie terme famille biologique. II comprend generalemen~:
Ie mari, sa ou ses fem~es et leurs enfants non mari~s,ensemble auquel
peuvent s'adjoindre parents, amis ou domestiques vivant sous Ie nwme toit.
A 1a limite Ie menage peut se reduire a une personne (celibataire,veuf
vivant seul) .Cenendant ce cas a et€ elimine ici et l'on ne trouve comme
. 'isoles' que des.homme~ ou des fem~es seuls loges dans un meme logement.
11 n'y a done pas de menages d'une personne (p 84)
Criteria; Nuclear family and others living under the same roof.
(does not include singles)
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~~hold (called famille)...differents menages habitent la concession.
L'unit€ d'habitation est Ie logement (une ou plusieurs pieces reparties
dans une ou plusieurs constructions dans lesquelles vivent une ou plusieur-
personnes ayant entre elles une certaine communaute de vie: celle-ci peut
etre caracterisee par des liens de parente, d'amitie ou de dependance)
Abengourou p 7
Criteria I Kind of common life in kinship or friendship or dependance i~si-
a housing unit.
I
KENYA 1962
Household I Group of people living together whether or not they occupy
-theentire house and sharing the principal meals(including servants or othe~
members sleeping in separate quarters)
Crite ria I Common life, housing unit, eat together.
-LIBERIA 1974
ComDound ; The structure is the basic unit for the enumerator.
Household I A household consisted of one or more persons who usually share::
their living quarters and who usually shared their principal meals.
Residense in the same quarters and sharing of principal meals were the two
necessary conditions for persons to be-members of the same household.
Criteria I Same living quarters + share of principal meals.
V,ALI 1958
ComDound I La famille se compose des personnes qui reconnaissent l'autorit
d'un meme chef de famille et vivant dans une unite d'habitat collectif bie.
determin{ et Ie plus souvent entour€ d'un enclos au sein de chaque agglo-
meration rurale ou urbaine (2 fascicule p 167) -
Criteria I Authority of the head, dwelling unit generally enclosed.
Household I Le menage est un groupe de personnes, forme par les conjoints
(monogames ou pblygames) leurs descendants~non maries et eventuellement d~~-
tres personnes parentes (neveux, nieces,oncles, tantes) ou non parentes ~
(serviteurs, enfants adoptes,etc...)
Compte tenu de cette definition, une personne vivant seule ne constitue p&:
un menage (fascicule 2 p 167)
Criteria I Nuclear family + others kin or not kins (does not include singl~
NiALl 1961
Compound: On entend par concession l'ensemble des personnes groupees en
un ou plusieurs menages, vivant en une unite d'habitation etplaces sous
la dependance d'un chef commun ,Ie chef de concession p 59
Criteria I Dwelling unit; authority of the head.
Household: Le menage est Ie groupe qui se rapproche Ie plus de ce que l'o~
designe en France par Ie terme famille biologique. Il comprend generaleffieJ1~
Ie mari, sa ou ses fem~es et leurs enfants non mari~s,ensemble auquel
peuvent s'adjoindre parents, amis ou domestiques vivant sous Ie meme toit.
A la limite le menage peut se reduire a une personne (celibataire,veuf
vivant seul) .Cependant ce cas a et€ elimine ici et leon ne trouve comme
'isoles'que des hommes ou des fem~es seuls loges dans un meme logement.
- II n'y a donc pas de menages d'une personne (p 84)
Criteria; Nuclear family and others living under the same roof.
(does not include singles)
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MALAGASY,' 1960 (urban only) " ,. ~
~Hou&ehold a Ensemble des personnes,generalement unies par des liens de
parente, qui vivent dans un meme logement, ont des ressources communes
et prennent en commun leurs principaux repas. Du fait de ces deux der-
I niers criteres il se peut que dans un meme logement, 'on ait compte
, 'plusi .eurs menages. (p 98)
griteria a Housing unit, share resources, eat together(generally kins)
N.ALAGASY , 1966
'Household ala definition du menage retenue pour l'enquete est la
vanteaensemble de personnes qui se sont associees pour pouvoir en
mun a leurs besoins vitaux: logement,nourriture,tec...(p 98)
. Criteria: Share housing, food etc..(vital needs)
sui-
com-
MAURITANIA 1965
Comuound : 1e terme de concession est surtout employ; en zone s~dentaire
ou il represente l'unite d'habitat collectif comprenant generalement
plusieurs menages vivant ensemble a l'interieur d'une meme enceinte
souvent materialisee par une cloture en branche d'epineux ou en tige de
mil tresse. En pays maure. il n'y a pas d'equivalent exact de la conces-
sion. La notion la plus proche est celle de l'Aflat.la grande tente
qui peut comprendre plusieurs Khayma,c'est a dire plusieurs menages:
. familIes elargie,bergers, serviteurs de meme que la concession sedentai-
- +e comprendra souvent plusieurs cases occupees par des menages differnts
d'une meffie famille (p 55) .
Criteria :Among sedentaries; dwelling unit generally enclosed(generally
, . kins) . Among no:nads: "afla t" : a group of tents (generally kins)
Hou~hQld : 1e menage constitue l'u~ite familiale elementaire et en pays
maure tout au moins correspond assez bien a la notion occidentale du
.menage:l'homme,la fem~e ,les enfants et eventuellement un parent.U.n
menage est un ensemble de personnes vivant en communI ce menage pouvant
soit etre un menage familial,ccmme crest Ie cas Ie plus frequent,soit
un menage d' isoles, c OITlmecela se renc ontre surtout dans les agglomera.<
, tions.On sait en effet qu.a la limite ,un menage peut ne se composer que
'd'une seule persanne (p 55)
'Crltetria ; Common life. Usually nuclear family + others (kins).especially
among non~ds.Includes singles (towns)
MAURIT IUS 1952
Household I Persons living under the roof of the head of the household
and socially dependent on him. Dependent meaning brother,sister.nephew,
niece,cousin,son and daughter,step son and step daughter or adopted
children.
'Criteria; Same roof, nuclear family"" Kins
MAURITIUS 1962
Household: Persons living together with common house keeping arrangements
Criteria a Common house keeping arrangements.
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NIGER 1960
Comnound I La concession comprend l'ensemble des personnes reconnaissant
l'autorite d'un meme chef et vivant dans une unite d'habitat collectif
bien d~termine au sein de chaque agglomeration.Ainsi une concession peut
se composer d'un seul menage;elle peut aussi englober deux ou plusieurs
menaEes distincts (p 19)
Criteria: Authority of the head; dwelling unit wel~ delineated.
Ho~sehold I Le m~nage est Ie groupe familial co~pos§ des co~joints
(epoux et epouse(s» ainsi que de leurs enfants non maries;eventuellement
peuvent s'adjoindre a ce groupe d'autres personnes telles que neveux,
0 nieces,onclesou tantes,cousinsou cousines et meme amis ou serviteurs.
Ie menage corresponda une notion voisine de ce que represente la famille
au sens europeen du terme (p19)
Criteria: Nuclear family + others kins or not kins
REUNION 1961
~ousehold : Un menage est un groupe de personnes pare~tes au non vivant
dans un meme logement et ayant une certaine communaute d'existence:
repas p~is en commun, budget en totalite ou partiellement commun.
Criteria: Housing unit + kind of common life (eating, bUdget totally
or partially common).
RWANDA 1970
ComDound=household : La correspondance entre "l'unite traditionnclle
d5habitat",le rugo et Ie menage est presque parfaite. Sur Ie plan local,
ces deux termes sont Ie plus souvent utilises pour designer indifferem~e~
l'un ou l'autre (Tome 1p 64)
Criteria : Dwelli~g unit.
SEYCHELLES 1960
Household oJ Group of persons who ordinary reside
But it excludes those who may take food together
places.
Criteria I Housing unit and eating together.
together and eat togeths
but reside at .different
SUDAN 1956
Household I The cocept of a householdas understood in western countries
(ie as a dwelling unit) can~ot be applied in the sudan owing to the
nomadic nature of much of the population and the fact that families
in the south may live in more than one tuke scatterd in the bush.
A household was defined, therefore, as a group of persons who shared
for their main meals the sa~e cooking pot. Including temporalyabsent
members of the household. The precise definition of "main meal" created
difficulties; the term had to cover-households run by yong housewives
who were still in the process of having separate households from their
mothers,or mothers in law, cases where individuals moved from one house-
hold to another,and communal eating which is a custom in many parts
of the Sudan (Method report I p 10 ) .
Criteria I Same cooking pot for main meals
--- ----
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TANZA"NIA : 1967
Household I A household is a group of persons who live together and
share their living expenses. Usually, this will be the husband,wife
, !,and c11il(1rp.n. Other relatives. boarders, visitors and servants should
be included as members of the household if they were 'present in the
hou~ehold on census night. Persons living alone should be considered
'as a separate household (vol 5 P 85)
Criteria: live together, ~hare livir.e expenses (usually nuclear family
,plus others)
.'TOGO 1957 (rural only)
Compour.d I La notionde "vestibule"est particuli"ereau pays habre.
Chaque Soukala se compose d'une ou plusieurs agglomerations d'unites
d'habitation (cases). Ces agglomerations dispos€es cate ~ c6te i la
maniere de secteurs circulaires sont separees par des murettes de
terre et elles sont totalement independantes. Elles possedent une seule
voie d'acces situee a la peripherie de la circonference commur.e qui.
'constitue Ie p~rimetre de la Soukala. te cette disposition particuliere
est issu Ie nom de "vestibule"communement 60nne dans l'e pays a ce grou-
~e de cases qui, a l'image de sa situation, poss~de sa vie propre.
On voit que la notion de vestibule est tres voisine de celIe de la
concession,classique en Afrique,generalementenclose par une tapade
- ou un mur et qui ne communique avec l'int~rieur que par une ouverture
,(porte}ou une cuisine. Dans la concession Ie vestibule poss~de un
chef qui correspond souvent a un des chefs de menage du groupe(p 46)
Criteria: Huts enclosed,authorityof the head (local concept) ,
Household: A l"interieur de la cOffimunaut€constituee par Ie vestibule
, existe une celluleplus petite: Ie m~nage . Le m~nagese composed'un
certain nombre de personnes unies par des liens familiaux ftroits:
. ~poux,epouses ,enfants, ascendants ou collateraux:autour de ce noyau
peuvent s'agglomererdes personnes n'appartenant pas a cette famille
'restreintel amis,visiteurs devenant sedentaires. 1e menage peut etre
reduit a une seule personne vivant isolement (celibataire,veuf...).
Places SOUS l'autorite du chef de menage les membres de cette commmunaute
elementaire resident,en general, sous Ie meme toit ,prennent leurs
- repas en commun et exercent leur activite sous la responsabilite du
, chef de menage. II est frequent que quelques uns d'entre eux travaillent
. ensembledans une exploitationagricolepar exemple,chacunetantcharge
d'une parcelle; il arrive toutefoisque certains membres du menage
trav~ille'ntpour leur propre compte (p56-57) ,
'Criteria I Nuclear family + others (includes singles) Authority of
the head of household; usually eat together; work often together but
not always.
TOGO 1959 .'.' , ..-
-Compound I Dans cette maison (concess~on)generalement entouree d'un
mur au d'une clot~re se trouvent plusieurs ba~iments ou constructions
(p 22)
, Criteria I Set of buildings,generally enclosed.
Household I 1e menage etant defini comme Ie groupe de personnes qui
ont une vie en COIT.mun,c'est a dire rassembles normalement sous Ie
meme toit et prenant leurs repas a la meme cuisine. Dans les instruc-, -.
,tions aux enqueteurs on a ete oblige d'intervertir les definitions
des termes m~nage et famille ,couramment retenus, pour faciliter la
tache de comprehension des recenspurs et eviter par la les erreurs (pi])
Criteria I Common life in same roofand eat from the same kitchen.
- - - ~- -
~ ~- ~ - - - - - - - - -
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TOGO 1"961
Compound; C'est l'ensemble des constructions entourees en general
d'un mur ou d'une cloture qui constitue une concession (souvent designee
au Togo par Ie mot 'maison' ) .Generalement il n'y a qu"une seule ouver-
I, 'ture dansl'enceinte. (p 53)
.Criteria :-Building ,generally er.closed.
'- Household: Nous appelerons menage un groupe de personnes, en general
:apparentes, aui ont ur.evie en commun et en particulier prennent des
repas preparesa la meme cuisine. (p 62 )
: Criteria: .Common life, eat from the same kitchen.
"'. UPPER VOLTA 1961
ComDound: Personnes qui habitent ensmble et prepnent leurs
.. ensemble. C'est plus souvent egalement une unite economique
les cultivateurs,correspond generalement a une exploitation
- (p 191 )
Criteria; Dwelleing unit + eat together (usually economic units and
.among farmers produ~tion unit)
Household: Si la definition de la concession peut n'etre pas toujours
aisee et varie suivant Ie critere adopte,la cellule familiale elemen-
taire au seDS qu'on lui a donne dans la presente enquete est une unite'
objective fondee sur Ie mariage. Une tel~e cellule est normalement corn-
posee d'un homme, de son epouse ou de ses epouses et des enfants non
- maries vivant avec eux. II peut s'y joindre d'autres personnes isole~s
'particif'ant a leur existence t enfants adoptifs ,asc...endantsou colla teraux
etc,Un veuf ou une veuve,un divorce ou une divorcee avec des 'enfants
. non maries constitueent egalement des cellules familiales elementaires
'Cp200)
: Criteria: Nuclear family + others living with them(includes singles)
repas
et,chez
agric ole
ZAIRE (rural) 1975
'Household : Le menage est l'ensernbledes personnes
meme logement et partici~ent au meffiebudget. Si un
en general'un menage,il peut parfois en rassembler
distinction est alors faite entre meange principal
.Criteria : Housing unit~ commo~ budget.
qui occupent un
logernent cor.tient
plusieurs (la
et menages seconctaires)
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